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A Memorable Entry 

A dynamic, digital sculpture hangs in the volumetric 

space of the UICC lobby, weaving together the past, 

present, and future of Irish culture and catching the 

attention of all those outside.  

This vibrant chandelier is reactive, responsive, and 

programmable, using innovative digital technology 

to celebrate the continued vibrancy of the culture 

and community. 

As visitors pass beneath, the chandelier reacts to 

their presence, changing its color and intensity, 

welcoming them into the space.  

This feature can also be programmed to change it’s 

visual output to highlight events at UICC, significant 

holidays, and even act as a realtime-feed for the 

world inside and outside the center, using data to 

visualize Irish music, sport, performance, and art 

events happening within San Francisco and around 

the world. 



The Chandelier lights could be programmed to pulse 

every time a Gaelic Athletic Association team scores a 

goal or every time a community member submits new 

new memories to the UICC virtual time-capsule. 



The Chandelier lights can also adapt to the color 

scheme and content present on additional 

programming screens on the surrounding walls.
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The chandelier could also take a more 
meaningful form, inspired by the ancient 
motif found throughout cultural sites 
across the world. 

Here the Triskelion symbol is used in a 
modern context, (reactive light / 
material sculpture) to transform the 
lobby and provides an iconic central 
focus for gathering, events, etc.

Lobby: Dynamic & Responsive Chandelier
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Suspended chandelier changes with 
seasons, time of day, holidays, special 
events etc. transforming the lobby based 
on cultural context.

Chandelier colorways adapt to sync with 
photography present on the programming 
screens within the lobby. These change 
depending on time of day.

Lobby: Dynamic & Responsive Chandelier

The programming of the Chandelier could take a more narrative form as well, 
cycling through the colors inspired by the natural landscape of Ireland.



Ground Floor Gallery



Through Their Eyes 

How can visitor experience what Irish immigrants 

experienced settling in San Francisco? 

The first-floor gallery of the new United Irish 

Cultural Center is an important opportunity to 

engage first-floor visitors, introducing them to the 

unique stories the center has to tell throughout 

it’s 6 floors of programming.  

Our approach transforms the first floor digital 

gallery into an immersion theatre that transports 

visitors through time, allowing them to explore 

the past in vivid detail.  

Gallery-scale projection and mixed-media 

content bring the past to life, each scene 

transforming the gallery into an entirely new 

environment so visitors can experience history 

instead of just learning about it.



In one scene, visitors stand below-deck on a ship bound for 

America. They can see, hear, and feel what it might have been like 

to take this journey into the unknown like so many before them. 

Through Their Eyes - Intro Gallery



The scene shifts and suddenly, visitors are standing in a vast 

crowd of travelers in New York or Boston, waiting to enter 

American and take the long journey West. 

Through Their Eyes - Intro Gallery



The scene shifts again and visitors are in a train car traveling on the 

Transcontinental Railroad. They see the changing landscape of 

America pass by, just as their ancestors would have seen it on their 

journey to San Francisco, a new life, and a new community.   

Through Their Eyes - Intro Gallery
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Through Their Eyes - Sample Stories

Arriving in America 
NEW YORK / BOSTON

Traveling West 
THE TRANSCONTINENTAL RAILROAD

Irish Hill 
SETTLING IN SAN FRANCISCO 

O’Shaughnessy Dam 
POWERING THE BAY AREA

This immersive space will allow the United Irish Cultural Center to tell many distinct and important stories related to the West Coast Irish community, 
inspiring visitors to consider and remember the past as they shape the future. 
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Building America 
IRISH & CHINESE RAILROAD WORKERS 

Angel Island  
GATEWAY TO SAN FRANCISCO

Join a KRB Hall Dance 
EXPERIENCE A CULTURAL CELEBRATION

The Great Migration  
AFRICAN AMERICAN COMMUNITIES 
AFTER THE CIVIL WAR

What was it like to build the Transcontinental Railroad? Or visit the KRB Hall on the night of one of their famous dances? The new United Irish Cultural 
Center transports visitors into history and memory in engaging new ways, blending meaningful storytelling with immersive media and cutting-edge 
technology that looks to the future of exhibition and education. 

Through Their Eyes - Sample Stories



Through Their Eyes 

For additional personalization within the 

experience, visitors could be assigned the 

identity or passport of an actual Irish immigrant 

and follow how their story unfolded throughout 

the interpretive spaces within the center.  

These interactive passports could activate 

personalized content and offer each and every 

visitor them a unique perspective of the Irish 

experience.



Floor 3: Museum Space 



Looking Back and Looking Forward 

We envision the museum space within the new United Irish 

Cultural Center as a space that both preserves past and 

informs the future of the West Coast Irish community.  

Interactive media totems contain the stories of a wealth of 

diverse individuals that are significant to West Coast Irish 

history. It is time to tell the story of Father Peter Yorke (a 

leading civil and labor rights activist) and Michael A. Healy 

(the first man of African-American descent to command a 

ship of the United States government) and Kathleen Norris 

(a native San Franciscan whose literary contributions 

brought her to global prominence). Visitors can browse 

these stories based on their personal interests.  

Within the same space is the UICC digital time-capsule, an 

interactive media-piece that prompts visitors with a 

variety of questions about their connection to the Irish 

community.  

Using AI and machine-learning, a selection of historical 

content could be curated and displayed digitally based on 

the individual, offering the chance to explore Irish history 

and culture in relation to themselves, allowing each and 

every visitor to discover their own history.  



Floor 3: Museum Space

Irish Voices of the West Totems

Discover Your History Wall



Irish Hill where my great grandfather lived 

Ella Young inspired me to 
become a writer

Where my parents first met

They were married when 
they were 17

This next-generation time-capsule preserves those aspects of 

cultural heritage that are often intangible and yet so important: 

photographs, memories, traditions, and shared experiences. 



The browsable collection can be explored and sorted by 

theme, location, and time. Through an online portal, visitors 

can add their own family photos and memories to the 

collection, creating a living archive that grows over time. 
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Community Time Capsule - Other Expressions within Site

The digital time-capsule could be featured and accessed 

in other parts of the building in addition to the main 

exhibit within the museum level. 
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Community Time Capsule - Other Expressions within Site

We could envision the capsule to me integrated with the architecture, 

as though the very walls of the UICC preserve and contain the stories 

and faces of the community past, present, and future. 



Floor 3: Library Opportunities 
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Lang WIP

Objects That Speak 

Objects carry stories and meaning that 

can be passed through generations. 

Within the Library at the New United 

Irish Cultural Center, interactive exhibits 

bring the stories and significance of this 

important collection to life in exciting 

and memorable new ways.  

Key objects the library collection are 

featured  in mixed-media explorations 

that highlight the objects’ unique 

history, how it was made, or its 

significance to the community. 

This might include flipping through 

pages in select books trigger animated 

scenes, bringing the story to life.    

In this way, visitors can explore stories 

of everyday life, craftsmanship, and 

cultural heritage through multi-sensory 

exploration.  
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For example, visitors to the new UICC can 

explore the epic poem Fingal (the oldest 

book in the Patrick J. Dowling Library) in 

daring new ways. An interactive library 

station uses projection, animation, and 

audio to immerse visitors in specific scenes, 

introducing them to a new audience.   

Scene from the Epic Poem Fingal



Building-Scale AR Layer 
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Unlock the Secrets of the New 
United Irish Cultural Center 

We envision creating an AR experience that 

activates the entire UICC building, inviting 

visitors to unlock many important stories to 

be found there.   

This interactive augmented reality (AR) 

phone application would allow visitors to 

digitally explore many facets of the building 

— stonework, wooden beams, and other 

significant details as well as statues, 

tapestries, and other artifacts.    
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Cú Chulainn Statue

Throughout the building, objects and key aspects 

of the architecture come alive with stories, 

activated by visitors on their mobile devices.
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One of the greatest heroes 
of Irish-Celtic mythology

Cú Chulainn

Within this augmented reality layer, the UICC’s Cú 

Chulainn Statue triggers an animated story about one 

of the greatest heroes of Irish-Celtic mythology. 
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Irish Trap Car

Trap cars like this one were 
common in Ireland until the 1950s

Mixed media content could explore not only the 

history of the objects but also how they came to be 

a part of UICC’s collection. 
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Original Glulam 
Beams from UICC’s 
 St. Patrick’s Room

architectural elements unlock the history of Irish 

Houses in San Francisco, including the story of the 

original UICC building and the community that built 

it through volunteer labor. 

The Irish 
American 

Benevolent 
Society

United Irish 
Cultural Center 

Ground-
breaking 

The UICC St. 
Patrick’s 
Room

Knights of 
the Red 
Branch Hall
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Contact

Local Projects 
123 William Street, Suite 801 
New York, NY 10038 

+ 212 480 0479 
info@localprojects.com 
localprojects.com
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